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Abstract: 

The project was primarily aimed to create an 

automated system for classification model 

for music genres. It automatically classify 

different musical genres like classical, jazz, 

rap, pop, etc.., from audio files. We will 

classify these audio files using their low-

level features of frequency and time domain. 

The first step included finding good features 

that demarcated genre boundaries clearly. A 

total of five features namely MFCC vector, 

Chroma frequencies, Spectral roll-off, 

Spectral centroid, Zero-crossing rate were 

used for obtaining feature vectors for the 

classifiers from the GTZAN genre dataset. 

GTZAN genre classification dataset is the 

most recommended dataset for the music 

genre classification project and it was 

collected for this task only. 

INTRODUCTION 

Music genre classification is a software 

program that predicts the genre of a piece of 

music in audio format. These devices are 

used for tasks such as automatically tagging 

music for distributors such as Spotify and 

determining appropriate background music 

for events. Currently, genre classification is 

performed manually by humans applying 

their personal understanding of music. This 

task has not yet been automated by 

convolutional algorithmic approaches since 

the distinction between music genres and 

relatively subjective and ill-defined. 

However, the ambiguity of genre 

classification makes machine intelligence 

well-suited to this task. This project 

however aims at content-based 

classification, focusing on information 

within the audio rather than extraneously 

appended information. 
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Abstract: Real Time Object Detection 

Using Machine Learning is very easy and 

convenient to use. It is an approach that 

mainly aims to detect multiple objects 

from the given real time scenarios. One 

such application is Autonomous Vehicles. 

The system is complete in the sense that it 

is operational and it is tested by uploading 

an image or any live instance and hence 

detect all the objects from the input. 

Object Detection can be used efficiently 

and relates the computer vision and image 

processing that deals with detecting the 

instances of semantic objects of a class. 

The objects are detected and recognized 

faster by using an algorithm called YOU 

ONLY LOOK ONCE (YOLO) v3 

algorithm. This algorithm detects all the 

objects in the given image or live instance. 

The training dataset which we have 

considered is COMMON OBJECTSIN 

CONTEXT DATASET (COCO). For a 

given image, object detection includes 

both classification and recognition of the 

objects and also localizes the objects by 

placing the bounding boxes around the 

objects with a specified accuracy.  

The project has scope for improvement 

and enhancement. During the development 

of this, coding standards are followed for 

easy maintainability and extensibility. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In present days we came across to see 

many road accidents due to over speed, 

distracted driving, reckless driving, vehicle 

defects etc. As new inventions were going 

to take part one such invention is 

Autonomous Vehicles. The reasons behind 

this invention is to reduce the number of 

crashes on our roads. Government data 

identifies driver behaviour or error as a 

factor in 94 percent of crashes, and self 

driving vehicles can help to reduce driving 

error. High levels of autonomy have the 

potential to reduce risky and dangerous 

driver behaviors. 

Object detection is one the important 

aspect and takes a major role in 

autonomous driving technology. To ensure 

the safe running of vehicles at high speed, 

real time and accurate detection of all the 

objects on the road is required. Hence the 

domain Machine Learning involves mainly 

four tasks such as 

Hence, there are many machine 

learning algorithms in order to detect 

objects such CNN, RCNN, FCNN but all 

these algorithms cannot efficiently detect 

objects with high accuracy. So a new 
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ABSTRACT 

The project “Mood Enhancing Emotion 

Based Music Player Using Haar 

Cascade Classification” is a novel 

approach that helps the user to 

automatically play music based on the 

emotions of user. The emotions are 

recognised using a machine learning 

algorithm namely Haar Cascade 

Classification. The training dataset that 

is used in this project is Extended Cohn-

Kanade(CK+) dataset. It contains 593 

vedios from a total of 123 different 

subjects and ranging from 18-50 years 

of age.The dataset has different types of 

emotions like disgust, anger, happy, 

sad, contempt,neutral. The webcam 

captures the image of user. Then 

extracts the facial expressions of the 

user to determine the emotion from the 

captured image. It compares the 

captured image with the trained model, 

then the emtion will be identified. The 

training process involves initialising 

some random values for say happy or 

not happy for our model, predict the 

output with those values, then compare 

it with model’s predictions that were 

made previously. Some scientifically 

proven songs are gathered and are kept 

in a folder. According to the emotion, 

the music will be played from 

predefined folders. 

INTRODUCTION 

Music plays a very important role in 

enhancing an individual’s life as it is an 

important medium of entertainment for 

music lovers and listeners . Emotions play 

a vital role in our day-to-day life and facial 

expressions are the most natural way of 

relaying them. The ability to understand 

human emotions is desirable for human-

computer interaction.In the past decade, 

considerable amounts of research have 

been done on emotion recognition from 

voice, visual behaviour.In the past decade, 

considerable amounts of research have 

been done on emotion recognition from 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Alzheimer's disease is a degenerative 

disease that destroys the memory and 

normal functioning of the brain. To yet, no 

one test has been developed to detect this 

condition, and brain scans alone cannot tell 

whether a person is infected. Based on 

information from family members 

regarding behavioral tendencies and 

observations of past medical history, the 

physician currently believes that a person 

diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease. This 

condition may now be able to be changed 

due to AI and Machine Learning 

techniques. Data processing involves the 

information comes from heterogeneous and 

autonomous sources and evolving 

relationships, and keeps growing. So, in this 

we will take results of how much 

percentage people get disease as a positive 

information and negative information. This 

project shows a Bi-processing model i.e., 

yes or no from the data mining perspective. 

Using three classification algorithms such 

as SVM, Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, we 

are processing Alzheimer percentage and 

values are represented as a confusion 

matrix. Among three classifiers, Naive 

Bayes classification scheme can effectively 

improve the accuracy and performance than 

previous classifications. In the dataset, we 

have collected 500 persons details by 

gathering neuropsychological test reports. 

Then we will predict whether the person is 

having Alzheimer Disease or not using 

Naive Bayes classifier. 
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Abstract

The contributions of this paper are threefold—(i) to provide
a detailed analysis of two benchmark datasets CIDDS-001
and CICIDS-2017, (ii) to evaluate three prominent feature
ranking methods and to quantify the closeness factor
between the features and the class label through statistical
analysis, and (iii) to evaluate the performance of different
traditional classifiers on cloud environment using these
datasets. These datasets are generated on cloud
environment which contains contemporary attacks. These
contributions will provide a prior knowledge to the
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1. INTRODUCTION 

If any person having a brain tumour, the doctor may 
recommend a number of tests and procedures to identify the 
tumour which are present in the brain or it may be spreads into 
any parts of the body. If the tumour has found in the brain the 
doctor takes the biopsy and collecting the sample tissue and 
conduct the examination. In certain situations, the person may 

be affected to paralysis of their body. In this situation before 
testing of biopsy Magnetic Resonance (MR) [1] brain images 
were taken to study whether the tumour may be benign tumour 
or malignant tumour. There are two different types of tumours 
mainly found in the MR brain image those are benign tumour 
and malignant tumour [2] [3]. The stages of the study for our 
proposed work are Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Feature 
extraction and Classification. In the following sub sections, we 
have described the benign and malignant tumours. 

ABSTRACT 

Magnetic Resonance (MR) brain Image is very important for medial analysis and diagnosis. These images are generally measured in 

radiology department to measure images of anatomy as well as the general physiological process of the human body. In this process 

magnetic resonance imaging measurement are used with a heavy magnetic field, its gradients along with radio waves to produce the 

pictures of human organs. MR brain image is also used to identify any blood clots or damaged blood veins in the brain. A counterfeit 

neural organization is a nonlinear information handling model that have been effectively used preparation models for tackling 

administered design acknowledgment assignments because of its capacity to sum up this present reality issues. Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANN) is used to classify the given MR brain image having Benign or malignant tumour in the brain. Benign tumours are 

generally not cancerous tumours. These are also not able to grow or spread in the human body. In very rare cases they may grow very 

slowly. Once it is eliminated, they do not come again. On the other hand, malignant tumours are cancer tumours. These tumour cells 

are grown and also easily spread to other parts of the human body. Benign also known as Harmless. These are not destructive. They 

either can't spread or develop, or they do as such leisurely. On the off chance that a specialist eliminates them, they don't by and large 

return. Premalignant In these growths, the cells are not yet harmful, however they can possibly become threatening. Malignant also 

known as threatening. Malignant growths are destructive. The cells can develop and spread to different pieces of the body. In our 

proposed framework initially, it distinguishes Wavelet Transform to separate the highlights from the picture. Subsequent to separating 

the highlights it incorporates tumour shape and power attributes just as surface highlights are distinguished. Finally, ANN to group the 

information highlights set into Benign or malignant tumour. The main purpose as well as the objective is to identifying the tumours 

weather it belongs to Benign or Malignant. 
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Abstract

Cloud computing is one of the prominent dynamic term,
which provide different services for the user and also
prevent the user from burdens of local storage issues.
Security is one of the biggest issues and offers new
challenges to researchers for protecting the data from
unreliable services to provide the solution for this issues
number of ways. This paper concentrates on the security
with the help of steganography before storing into the
cloud environment. In this proposed method, the data is
hidden into the image and that image is stored into the
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ABSTRACT 
 

The feature of Kidneys is to clear out the blood and to do away 

with wastes from the body. All of the blood in our body passes 

through the kidneys several instances a day. The kidneys get 

rid of wastes, manage the body’s fluid stability, and modify 

the stability of electrolytes, it’s feasible to lose as a good deal as 

90% of kidney function without experiencing any signs and 

symptoms or problem. Kidney ailment is a silent killer detection 

and prevention need to be achieved before the scenario receives 

even worse and the situation is known as continual kidney 

sickness also known as chronic kidney disease (CKD) or 

chronic renal disorder. It is essential to have powerful methods 

for early prediction of CKD, machine learning strategies are 

powerful in CKD prediction , In this paper statistics is acquired 

from the patients and then prediction is done whether that 

individual is having any continual kidney disorder or not. 

 

Keywords: Machine Learning, SVM, Random Forest, Chronic 

Kidney Disease, Disease Prediction 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The kidneys are one among the foremost important organs of 

human body; they filter waste and excess fluids from the 

blood. If kidneys fail to figure , waste build up within the body. 

Symptoms of renal   failure aren't   very specific to the disease. 

Some symptoms may include body pains, back pains, anemia, 

and weak      bones.       Some       people haven't any symptoms 

in the least and are diagnosed by a lab test. Medication helps 

manage symptoms. But what if an individual doesn’t have any 

quite symptoms, this might cause individual fatal. So detection 

and prevention of the disease is necessary. 

 

Generally the disease are often identified when it crosses the 

initial stages and becomes    severe,    severity     of     disease 

may results in death, therefore the patient should get to 

understand about the disease in earlier stages, it's going to not be 

possible through the optical observation of symptoms by the 

doctors. Now the work is to form this process as easy as 

possible to assist doctors to in identifying the disease in order 

that it helps to scale back the damage caused by the disease. 

This paper mainly specialize in disease prediction because the 

disease prediction should be done as quickly as possible 

otherwise it shows negative results on patients health 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
P. Sinha compared KNN classifier and support vector 

machine(SVM) they used matlab in which SVM performed well 

that KNN [1] 

 

K.R. Lakshmi studied the capability of kidney dialysis using 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Decision Tree, and logistic 

regression [2] 

 

D. Sunil used data mining technologies such as Naïve Bayes and 

Artificial Neural Networks for the chronic kidney disease 

prediction [3] 

 

The analysis system proposed by S. Dayanand to predict internal 

organ diseases with the help of support vector machine and 

Artificial neural network in 2015 [4] 

H. Zhang investigated the performance of Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN)models while applying to the prediction on 

chronic kidney disease patients [5] 

 

The existing system uses some traditional data mining 

techniques for the prediction which gave the scope for building 

a model that uses latest machine learning like SVM and Random 

forest algorithm for prediction of chronic kidney disease 

 

3. FACTORS CAUSING KIDNEY DISEASE 
Kidney disease occurs when a disease or condition impairs 

kidney function, causing kidney damage. Diseases and 

conditions that cause chronic kidney disease include: 

• Type 1 or Type 2 diabetes 

• High blood pressure 
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ABSTRACT: Social media platforms provide a lot of data for obtaining extra data on people's behaviour, trends, 

opinions, and human-impacting events such as natural catastrophes. During a crisis, social media delivers a wealth 

of information, including details on the incident, the feelings of those impacted, and relief activities. Twitter has 

grown in importance as a means of communication. 

We propose automating this operation by utilizing data available on social media networks. Through the use of 

twitter postings created by users, we demonstrate an innovative application to study the consequences of disaster on 

people and society in this project. The tool may save relevant (filtered) data from Twitter and generate a thorough 

forecast of disaster-related tweets. 

 

Keywords: Twitter, Social Media, Disasters, Users, Tweets. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Microblogging is a type of lightweight chat that allows users to send short messages to the rest of 

the online community. Twitter is one of the most well-known microblogging platforms available. 

For this research, we will concentrate on Twitter, which allows users to send brief messages 

known as Tweets, which are limited to 160 characters or less. These messages (tweets) can be sent 

and retrieved via a variety of methods and front-end clients, such as text messaging, e-mail, the 

web, and other third party programmes that use Twitter's public API. 

 

Users are mostly using Twitter, the most popular of microblogging network, to share news, 

photographs, and views from crisis sites throughout the world. Twitter is mainly uncensored, 

widely available, and user-centric because it is real-time data created by the user community. As a 

result, customers have access to a more convenient, comprehensive, and cost-effective analysis 

approach. The difficult problem is sentiment analysis, specifically the behavior and feelings 

expressed by users from natural catastrophe crisis sites to globally scattered users. 
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ABSTRACT

Dimensionality reduction is essential in both data mining and machine learning techniques. Reduction of the

number of functions can be de�ned as "dimensionality." Computational expense and large amounts of data are

making machine learning models challenging to use in the present environment. As the number of characteristics

grows, the model becomes more dynamic, and over�tting becomes more likely. As training a machine learning

model on a large number of features produces overreliance on the training data, model performance is low on

real-world data, resulting in poor outcomes. Based on correlation-based cluster analysis and Genetic algorithm,

this research o�ers a novel FS hybrid three-stage method. Two methodologies are developed in order to better

pinpoint the target region of the third phase. These methodologies are a function clustering-based technique with

minimal computational cost and a �lter FS approach. The third stage is to �nd a subset of functions that provides

an ideal mix of readability and functionality by way of a global readability evolutionary algorithm. Symmetrical

insecurity-based removal, fast link-based clustering, and genetic algorithm: These stages are meant to increase the

e�cacy of a symmetrical insecurity-based removal procedure, a quick link-based clustering technique, and a

genetic algorithm. For the sake of comparison, the suggested algorithm is contrasted to other FS algorithms found

on openly accessible datasets in the physical world. The experimental �ndings shown that, with the least price of

computation, the method can discover a successful function subset.
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Abstract —In this paper, We 

introduce the time factor into the user payoff, 

enabling the GT model to not only predict the 

behavior of a user but also to predict when he 

will perform the behavior. Both the global 

influence and social influence are explored in the 

time dependent payoff calculation, where a new 

social influence representation method is 

designed to fully capture the temporal dynamic 

properties of social influence between users. 

Experimental results on Sina Weibo and Flickr 

validate the effectiveness of our methods. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The current studies on information diffusion 

modeling can be divided into two categories:theory-

centric models and data-centric models. Theory-

centric models mainly come from epidemiology, 

sociology and economics. The most widely-studied 

diffusion models of this category are the epidemic 

model,the independent cascade model and the linear 

threshold model. Permission to make digital or hard 

copies of all or part of this work for personal or 

classroom use is granted without fee provided that 

copies are not made or distributed for profit or 

commercial advantage and that copies bear this 

notice and the full citation on the first page. 

Copyrights for components of this work owned by 

others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting 

with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or 

republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to 

lists, requires prior specific permission  These 

models are helpful for studying the information 

diffusion problems such as influence maximization 

problem [6, 4, 5]. However, they assume that the 

users in the network are passively influenced to 

spread information. Due to the lack of support from 

actual diffusion data, these models do not have the 

ability of diffusion prediction. Data-centric models 

are usually learned from actual information 
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Abstract — Nowadays, Credit cards 

are widely used for online 

transactions. Just by having credit 

card details is more than enough for 

making online transactions. Thus, the 

credit card has made online 

transactions more convenient and 

easier. However, as payments using a 

credit card has been increased, frauds 

associated with it also been increased. 

The enhancement in technology and 

availability of information has opened 

many doors for fraudsters to steal 

credit card details and do frauds. Due 

to these frauds, Banks, Companies, 

Product vendors and Cardholders are 

largely affected and may face huge 

financial loss.  

INTRODUCTION 

Credit card fraud is increasing day by day. Credit 

card fraud can be done in both online and offline 

transactions. In offline transactions Physical 

cards are required while in online transactions 

the virtual cards are required for doing illegal or 

fraud activities. Thus these fraud activities in 

credit card may lead to many fraud transactions 

without the knowledge of the actual users. The 

fraudsters are looking for sensitive information 

such as credit card number, bank account and 

other user details in order to perform transactions. 

In case of offline transactions the fraudsters has 

to steal the credit card of the user to do the 

transactions and for the online transactions the 

fraudsters has to steal the user’s identity and 

online details to perform the online transactions. 

Thus the credit card fraud has become the major 

issue in today’s technological world which has a 

massive problem in bank transactions. There are 

many fraud transactions which cannot be easily 

identified by the user and also by the banking 

authority which leads to loss of sensitive data. 

There are various models which are used for 

detecting the fraud transactions based on the 

behavior of the transactions and these methods 

can be classified as two broad categories such as 

supervised learning and unsupervised learning 

algorithm. In existing system for finding the 

accuracy of the fraudulent activates they have 

used methods such as Cluster Analysis, Support 

Vector Machine, Naïve Bayer's Classification etc.  
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Abstract —This paper aims to 

review many of the phishing 

detection strategies recently 

suggested for the website. This will 

also provide a high-level description 

of various forms of phishing detection 

techniques.Here proposed a 

multidimensional element phishing 

recognition approach dependent on a 

quick discovery method by using 

deep learning (MFPD). In the initial 

step, character succession highlights 

of the given URL are separated and 

utilized for snappy characterization 

by profound learning, and this 

progression doesn't need outsider help 

or any earlier information about 

phishing. In the subsequent advance, 

we consolidate URL measurable 

highlights, website page code 

highlights, site page content 

highlights and the brisk 

characterization consequence of 

profound learning into 

multidimensional highlights. The 

methodology can diminish the 

identification time for setting an edge. 

Testing on a dataset containing a huge 

number of phishing URLs and 

genuine URLs, the exactness arrives 

at 98.99%, and the bogus positive rate 

is just 0.59%. By sensibly changing 

the limit, the test results show that the 

discovery effectiveness can be 

improved 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Internet is widely used among people and it 

has become an inseparable part of our life. 

Therefore, huge amounts of data are exchanged. 

Those users could be more or less experienced 

using the web. But, nevertheless, nobody is safe 

from the huge threat that is available there 

outside. Those threats are phishing websites that 

are hard to differentiate from the original ones. 

These websites are used to collect personal and 

confidential user data that usually should be 

protected. Later, information is misused and 

people are experiencing consequences. Some of 

the consequences could be identity loss or 
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ABSTRACT 

Scale is an imperative parameter in image processing. Images   can contain  different  objects  and   regions  with  

variations  in size  as  well  as variations  in  resolutions. Appearance  of  objects  in  the  image  mainly  depends  on  the  

scaling  parameter. In order to  analyse  the images  in  a  better  way  it  is  necessary  to  represent  images  in  different  

scales  because  a  single  scale  image  is  restricted  to  a  fixed  bounded  window. To  have  useful  information  from  

the  available  images  there is a necessity  of  representing  images  in  a  multi scale  fashion. Thermal  imaging means  

producing  visible  images  from invisible  thermal radiation  that is  it  is  a method  of  generating  images  with  the  

help  of  heat  given  to  the  object. Development  of  thermal  images  took  place in 1950
s
 and 60

s
  for  the  purpose  of  

military  applications. In this paper, focussed in  providing  advanced  and  enhanced  fusion  on  thermal  images  by  

using  multi scale  laplacian  pyramid  in  combination  with  deep  convolutional  neural  networks. The  proposed   

approach  includes  fusion  method  based  on  laplacian  pyramid  and  deep  learning  on thermal  images  for  clinical  

applications, The  results of this method  shown  improved  results  in  identifying  abnormalities  in  the  medical  

images  with  the  help  of  seven  different  image  metrics.. In  the  fields  of  defence  and  law  enforcement  object  or  

person  identification  is needed  for  their  work. The  resultant  fused  image  of the second  method  gave  better  image  

metric  values in  order to  provide  more significant visual  information. 

Keywords: Image Fusion, Deep Learning, Neural Networks, Lapalacian Pyramid 

Introduction 

Image fusion examination is predominantlyowing to the fashionableimprovements in the arenas of 

high resolution, robust,multi-spectral and cost in effect image sensor policy technology. 

Subsequentlya few decades ago, with the outlineImage fusion has emerged as the most advanced of 

these multisensory imaging techniques remained an emergentarena of examination in medical 

imaging, remote sensing, military and civilian avionics, night vision, concealed weapons detection, 

Various monitoring and protection system implementations, including autonomous vehicle 

navigation [6,3]. At hand has been anallocation of enhancement in enthusiasticHigh spatial and 

spectral resolution in real-time imaging systems, as well as faster sensor technology, are thriving. 

The elucidation for datastraining can be happened by aanalogousintensification in the quantity of 

dispensation units, using more rapidly Digital Signal Processing (DSP) and greatermemorial devices. 

This explanationconversely, can be prettyexclusive. Picture fusion algorithms at the pixel level 

symbolize an effectiveexplanation to this problematic of operativeallied information surplus. Pixel 

Level fusion effectuallylessens the quantity of information that necessities to be handleddeprived of 

any substantial loss of valuableinfo and also assimilatesinfo from multi-scale images[1]. Explicit 

stimulation for the exploration work has derived from the requirement to progress some 

proficientimage fusion systems, as well as enhancements to existing fusion technologies [9]. 
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Astrological causes for late marriage: A study 

 
Mamillapalli Phani Kumar and Kompalli Udaya Sri 

 
Abstract  

In Hinduism, ritualistic practices are inherent Samskaras, a Hindu is expected to follow at various stages 

of his/her life. “Marriage” is one of the samskara out of 16 samskaras available. Marriage is bliss if it 

happened at a proper timings. But then, it becomes curse if not done at suitable age or with correct match. 

Marriage is supposed to be the most sacred institution of our society. Marriage is intended to be a life 

long commitment. Marriage is an exclusive commitment of two individuals to each other who nurture 

love and mutual support. In this way they not only make a good family but contribute in the formation of 

a stable and a healthy society. The present study is about the astrological causes or the planetary positions 

which are leading the person for “Late Marriage”. 
 

Keywords: astrology, marriage, late marriage, Saptama Bhava, 7th house 

 

Introduction 

As everything old is good and everything new is bad a common saying is not appreciable. So 

also everything new is good and vice versa is also not acceptable. The Jyothish sastra is 

prominent and primitive of all the sciences. It is developing from the beginning of the creation 

and is evergreen. 

 

“ Yada sukha mayuranam naganam manayo yada 

Tadvat Vedanta sastranam Jyothisham moorhanisthitam” 

 

Astrology sees mankind as being not only influenced by hereditary factors and the 

environment, but also by the state of our solar system at the moment of birth. The planets are 

regarded as basic life-forces, the tools we live by as well as the basis of our very substance. 

These planetary forces take on different forms, depending on their zodiacal position and on the 

way they relate to one another.The aspects formed between the planets describe these 

relationships, the positions of the planets in relation to the place of birth tell us of their 

expression in the spheres of life depicted by the astrological houses. By interpreting the roles 

of these players (the planets) and their qualities (the elements, signs and houses) and creating a 

synthesis, astrology is able to present a complete and comprehensive picture of the person and 

his potential, based on the natal horoscope. 
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Abstract —In this paper,Social Multimedia 

Networks (SMNs) have attracted much attention 

from both academia and industry due to their 

impact on our daily lives. The requirements of 

SMN users are increasing along with time, which 

make the satisfaction of those requirements a 

very challenging process. One important 

challenge facing SMNs consists of their internal 

users that can upload and manipulate insecure, 

untrusted and unauthorized contents.For this 

purpose, controlling and verifying content 

delivered to end-users is becoming a highly 

challenging process. So far, many researchers 

have investigated the possibilities of 

implementing a trustworthy SMN. In this vein, 

the aim of this paper is to propose a framework 

that allows collaboration between humans and 

machines to ensure secure delivery of trusted 

videos content over SMNs while ensuring an 

optimal deployment cost in the form of CPU, 

RAM, and storage. The key concepts beneath the 

proposed framework consist in i) assigning to 

each user a level of trust based on his/her history, 

ii) creating an intelligent agent that decides 

which content can be automatically published on 

the network and which content should be 

reviewed or rejected, and iii) checking the 

videos’ integrity and delivery during the 

streaming process. Accordingly, we ensure that 

the trust level of the SMNs increases. 

Simultaneously, efficient Capital Expenditure 

(CAPEX) and Operational Expenditures (OPEX) 

can be achieved. 

Index Terms—Social multimedia network, 

video streaming,trust model, and trust 

management. 
INTRODUCTION 

A distributed system may have a common goal, 

such as solving a large computational problem.
]
 

Alternatively, each computer may have its own 

user with individual needs, and the purpose of 

the distributed system is to coordinate the use of 

shared resources or provide communication 

services to the users. 



Web crawling based context aware 
recommender system using optimized deep 
recurrent neural network

Venugopal Boppana1* and P. Sandhya2 

Abstract 

Recommendation systems are obtaining more attention in various application fields 

especially e-commerce, social networks and tourism etc. The top items are recom-

mended based on the ability of recommender system which predict the future 

preference out of the available items. Because of the internet, the people in the current 

society has too many options that’s why the recommendation system is very essential. 

The recommendation is achieved by the particular users who predict the ratings for 

numerous items and recommend those items to other users. Majorly, content and 

collaborative filtering techniques are employed in typical recommendation systems to 

find user preferences and provide final recommendations. But, these systems com-

monly lacks to take growing user preferences in various contextual factors. Context 

aware recommendation systems consider various contextual parameters into account 

and attempt to catch user preferences appropriately. The majority of the work in the 

recommender system domain focuses on increasing the recommendation accuracy by 

employing several proposed approaches where the main motive remains to maxi-

mize the accuracy of recommendations while ignoring other design objectives, such 

as a user’s an item’s context. Therefore, in this paper an effective deep learning based 

context aware recommendation model is proposed which can be act as an efficient 

recommender system by showing minimum error during recommendation. Initially, 

the dataset is pre-processed using Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK) in Python platform. 

After pre-processing, the TF–IDF and word embedding model is used for every pre-

processed reviews to extract the features and contextual information. The extracted 

feature is considered as an input of density based clustering to group the negative, 

neutral and positive sentiments of user reviews. Finally, deep recurrent neural Network 

(DRNN) is employed to get the most preferable user from every cluster. The recurrent 

neural network model parameter values are initialized through the fitness computa-

tion of Bald Eagle Search (BES) algorithm. The proposed model is implemented using 

NYC Restaurant Rich Dataset using Python programming platform and performance is 

evaluated based on the metrics of accuracy, precision, recall and compared with exist-

ing models. The proposed recommendation model achieves 99.6% accuracy which is 

comparatively higher than other machine learning models.

Keywords: Context aware recommendation, Web crawling, User preference vector, 

Similarity measure, Deep recurrent neural network
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 Detection and classification of events in social media is different from detection and classification in other text format. The 

rationale why detection of events in social media streams is tougher is brief and noisy content, diverse and rapidly changing 

topics, and enormous volumes of knowledge. Many people within the world use social media to remain connected to their friends, 

relations and colleagues through their computers and mobile phones. Due to their real-time existence, social media like Facebook, 

Snapchat, Whatsapp and Twitter have recently received tons of attention. The proliferation of social media exposes many 

opportunities for research. For several reasons, social media information might be used, like monitoring accidents, predicting 

events, and even early warning systems. Messages posted on Twitter revealed everything from everyday tales to the new news 

and events at the local and global level. Event detection and classification has become a crucial task in social media platforms. It 

facilitates the exploration and navigation of events with early preventive action plans. the most challenges are the features of 

short / conversational, heterogeneous and live social media data. Online social network apps like Facebook, Weibo, have played 

a key role within the lives of individuals. Now days there's rapid development of social media platforms and Twitter is one 

among the social media's most famous platforms. This project focuses on collecting numerous tweets from twitter, preprocessing 

the tweets and therefore the tweets are classified into specific categories by using Decision tree classifier. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 Detection and classification of events is social media 

is different from detection and classification in other text 

format. The reason why detection of events in social 

media streams is more challenging is short and noisy 

content, diverse and rapidly changing topics, and large 

volumes of data. Millions of people in the world use 

social media to stay connected to their friends, family 

members and colleagues through their computers and 

mobile phones. Because of their real-time existence, 

social media like Facebook, Snapchat, Whatsapp and 

Twitter have recently received a lot of attention. The 

proliferation of social media opens up many 

opportunities for research. For many reasons, social 

media information could be used, such as monitoring 

accidents, predicting events, and even early warning 

systems. Messages posted on Twitter (tweets) revealed 

everything from everyday tales to the latest news and 

events at the local and global level.  

 Event detection and classification has become an 

important task in social media platforms. It facilitates 

the exploration and navigation of events with early 

preventive action plans. The main challenges are the 

features of short / conversational, heterogeneous and 

live social media data. Online social network apps like 

Facebook, Weibo, have played a key role in the lives of 
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Detecting Fake Faces In Smart Cities Security Surveillance
Using Image Recognition And Convolutional Neural Networks
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Abstract
Smart cities are planned to have millions of Internet-connected sensors and devices. Sensors can create a huge

amount of data in a range of applications. In modern urban environments, quality of life in a Smart City is heavily

dependent on the safety of its residents. For a long time, public safety has been a major source of anxiety. For

everyone, stopping a breach of private space security has become a priority. Traditional security systems raise an

alarm whenever they detect a breach of safety. It is possible to find a breach of an advanced model by using image

processing and a deep analysis of convolutional neural networks to classify images. Because of the ability to

reduce complicated aspects from photographs using exact algorithms for facial and body detection. The results of

specific machine learning, such as deep learning techniques are outstanding. The processing time of the proposed

system is reduced, and true rate of face recognition is 72.7% under varying distance from 2m to 5m.This paper

aims to show that when used together the security sector, the two can achieve more than might have been

previously assumed models.
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Abstract
The revenue and economy of the country in the past years significantly depend on tourism. The hotel sector's role

is even more prominent in tourism. The plans and decisions of tours of users can be recommended with the

collaboration of E-commerce and hotel management. The traveling proportion of the population is getting minor

over the months due to the worst impact of COVID-19. Thus not just the tourism, the hotel sector is also in vain in

terms of revenue. Users' past experiences and opinions help boost their satisfaction levels by providing

recommendations and retaining them. The present scenario and stats prove that the selection and decision of hotels

have enormous support on user reviews. This research article tries to find and analyze the various aspects that

contribute more towards the gratification levels of users in Indian top tourism city hotels listed by the Master and

VISA Inc. survey. This survey focuses on the item-item collaborative filtering and regression techniques based on

TripAdvisor reviews of recent times. Once the dimensions are known, it helps in improving them and thus even

enhances the ratings of Asian continental hotel management. This study proves that the online travel platform helps

obtain reviews from users to maintain the travel recommender systems.
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ABSTRACT

This report describes an online voting system designed to meet the needs of colleges and universities. Voting is a
widely spread, democratic way of making decisions and can be used for electing student presidents and class
representatives at the college level. The main objective of the proposed system is to develop a more secure and
user-friendly voting system compared to the existing methods. The process of voting is critical in terms of safety
and security. The proposed system allows the voters to scan their faces, which is then matched with the already
saved images within the database. There is a high chance that the voter's choice to be revealed in the traditional
system, which is not the case in this proposed system. By using face recognition, it provides enough security to
eradicate the dummy votes. The system also provides clear visualization of data regarding the percentage of total
votes cast, the percentage of votes each party secured, and the final winner in the election.
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 Ladies are encountering a good deal of savagery and badgering go into the open spots in numerous urban communities 

beginning from following to inappropriate behaviour or attack. This project centres round the job of online media in advancing 

the safety of girls in Indian urban communities, given the exceptional relation to the task of web based media sites or 

applications. Now-a-days most people are using social networking sites to precise their feelings and if any women feel unsafe in 

any area then she's going to express negative words in her post/tweets/messages and by analysing those messages we will detect 

which area is more unsafe for women’s. This might be very beneficial to extend safety in dangerous areas for ladies travellers. 

          The main objective of our project is to investigate the assorted types of violence and threats against the ladies by making 

use of preferred and powerful social media data and by using the concept of machine learning. The quantity of likes, tweets, 

comments, blogs and post on the actual incident against woman may be used for this analysis. These Social networking sites 

collectively update the feedback about particular incident and it'll be exhibit under the discussion of the many people. This can 

give the world picture of assorted crimes against woman and showcase how the intention framed and motivation behind the 

scenario. This data would be helpful to safeguard the lady from the unlikely violence against them within the society. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 In India ladies are revered by individuals regarding 

them as goddesses where as there are expanding 

number of savagery against ladies. The brutality against 

ladies has expanded by numerous folds because of the 

more prominent openness of ladies in each field of life. 

Wrongdoing against ladies like assault, corrosive 

tossing, endowment killings, honour killings and 

constrained prostitution of little youngsters has been 

accounted for in India. The examination across most 

mainstream Metropolitan urban areas of India 

including Delhi, Bangalore and Mumbai shows that 

ladies feel risky while going out to work or while going 

out in the open vehicle and so on, true insights show a 

sensational expansion in the quantity of revealed 

wrongdoings against ladies. 

       Nowadays women are experiencing plenty of 

violence like harassment in places at several cities. This 

starts from stalking which then results in abusive 

harassment or also called abuse assault. during this 

project we mainly concentrate on the role of social 

media which may be wont to promote the security of 

girls in India, given the special relevancy the 

participation of the many social media websites or 

applications like Twitter, Facebook and Instagram 

platforms. This project motivation is to develop the 

responsibilities among the people on the varied parts of 
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ABSTRACT

Speech Emotion Recognition is a project that identifies the emotion of a person based on his/her voice. This project
is based on the Recurrent Neural Network(RNN), which uses different modules for emotion recognition. The
classifiers are used to identify various emotions namely happiness, anger, sadness, disgust, fear, neutral state and
surprise.

In this there will be a recorded voice of a person and our system identifies the emotion from that recorded audio.
Various features are extracted from the voice using the LIBROSA package of language python. Our system uses
the same phenomenon that animals like horses and dogs use to understand human emotion. It analyzes the audio
files in WAV format and returns the intended outcome i.e. the emotion.
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 Coronavirus pandemic has quickly impacted our everyday life disturbing the world exchange and 

developments.These virus transmitted through droplets from one person to another person easily. Inorder to prevent 

this spreading of virus almost all of us need to wear a mask.Wearing a defensive facial covering has turned into 

another ordinary. Sooner rather than later, numerous public specialist co-ops will request that the clients wear veils 

accurately to profit of their administrations. Therefore, facial covering identification has turned into a pivotal 

undertaking to help worldwide society... 

 So  our web application developed by using the methods open cv and tensor flow.Opencv which detects faces of a 

person and tensor flow detects whether the person is wearing a mask or not. This methods help us to detect whether 

the particular person is wearing a mask or not.If the person is not wearing a mask then the system finds out the 

particular person details from the database and then it sends a warning text message to the Admin of the institute 

who is monitoring whether the person wearing the mask or not. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 Covid 19 affects Many people in different ways. Most 

covid 19 affected people will develop mild symptoms to 

moderate illness and recover without hospitalization. 

The covid 19  pandemic  severe affect on the social and 

economic trade  around the world these pandemic 

disturbed the studies of the Young people are 

particularly vulnerable to the disruptions the pandemic 

has caused, and many are now at risk of being left 

behind in economic, education moments and health and 

wellbeing during a crucial stage of their life were 

develop By using mask  we  can protect ourself from 

virus.The development of an solution to detect if the 

person is wearing a face mask and allow their entry 

would be great help to the society. 

We cannot  keep an eye on every person whether they 

are  wearing a mask or not while they are coming to 

work .Therefore the need of face mask detection takes 

place. In this  model we are using  the Convolutional 

Neural Network. It is a deep neural network model 

used for analyzing any visual imagery. It takes the 

image data as input, captures all the data, and send to 

the layers of neurons. It has a many layer, which 

processes which gives the  output that is the prediction 

output of the  image. 

 In this project we are maintaining  dataset. The 

dataset consists of the attributes like Name of the 

person,image of the person . 

 In our web application we are using Opencv.It is an 

open-source library .which is primarly used for 
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DATA SECURITY USING STEGANOGRAPHY
THROUGH MEDIA FILES
Burri Yaswanth Sai, Kolli Greeshma, Gorijavolu Sai Keerthi, Meer Kamal Arif, B. Dasaradha Ram

ABSTRACT

Although cryptography and steganography can provide data security, each of them has a problem. The problem
with cryptography is that the cipher text looks meaningless, so the attacker will interrupt the transmission or make
more careful checks on the data from the sender to the receiver. In steganography, once the presence of hidden
information is revealed or even suspected, the message becomes known. According to this paper, a merged
technique for data security is proposed using both cryptography and steganography techniques to improve data
security. Therefore, two levels ofsecurity will be provided using the proposed hybrid technique. In addition, the
proposed technique provides high embedding capacity and high-quality images and videos.

Cryptography means encrypting the message using a symmetrickey and decrypting the message using the samekey.
Steganography is the art of hiding the fact that communication takes place by hiding the information in other media
files. So, encrypting themessage and hiding that encrypted message in the media file is called double security
providing. This project hides the message in the media file.
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Abstract. Advancement in deep learning requires significantly huge amount of data for training purpose, 

where protection of individual data plays a key role in data privacy and publication. Recent developments in 

deep learning demonstarte a huge challenge for traditionally used approch for image anonymization, such as 

model inversion attack, where adversary repeatedly query the model, inorder to reconstrut the original image 

from the anonymized image.In order to apply more protection on image anonymization, an approach is 

presented here to convert the input (raw) image into a new synthetic image by applying optimized noise to the 

latent space representation (LSR) of the original image. The synthetic image is anonymized by adding well 

designed noise calculated over the gradient during the learning process,where the resultant image is both 

realistic and immune to model inversion attack. More presicely, we extend the approach proposed by T. Kim 

and J. Yang, 2019 by using Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Network (DCGAN) in order to make 

the approach more efficient. Our aim is to improve the efficiency of the model by changing the loss function to 

achieve optimal privacy in less time and computation. Finally, the proposed approach is demonstrated using a 

benchmark dataset. The experimental study presents that the proposed method can efficiently convert the input 

image into another synthetic image which is of high quality as well as immune to model inversion attack. 

Keywords: Adversarial learning, generative adversarial network, data privacy, deep learning, model inversion 

attack, machine learning. 

 

1. Introduction 

Image anonymization technique has been developed to make it more difficult to identify a particular image 

from provided altered image. In image anonymization, one is provided with the original image, and our 

task is to convert that original image into some another anonymized image by changing the pixel or adding 

random noise, etc., in such a way that an image recognition model or a human eye, would not be able to 

label/recognize the original image. Image anonymization plays an important role in today’s world, as many 

tasks in today’s world require realistic data and these realistic data may contain confidential information of 

an individual and the particular individual doesn’t want to disclose the information because making this 

dataset public will affect the privacy of the individual. Even, if the dataset is made private, but if the model 

is not constructed properly, there are some attacks possible over these private datasets to capture the 

original image by continuously querying the model. 

Social media is also one of the domains, where confidential data may be captured in an image, which 

alarms the privacy issue. Usually, social media get millions of images from all his users, and these 

images, may contain some confidential information of a person, which he/she doesn’t want to disclose. 

This raise to a privacy issue and may lead to legal actions. Image anonymization is one of the tasks which 

can be carried out to prevent such privacy issue and legal actions. Machine learning also requires big 

amount of data to prepare their model, more precisely this large amount of data is required to train the 
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